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TRANSLATION
Treatise on No~Mind
A Chan Text from Dunhuang
Urs App
This paper presents the first complete English translation o f a short Chan text that is regarded as representative o f the teachings o f the Southern school of Chan:1 2 the Wuxinlun (Jap. Mushinron) or Treatise
1 This is the most recent appraisal o f the text by Tanaka Rydshd. It appeared in a 
handy little volume that is destined to become a classic for students of Chan, Sdn, and 
Zen: Tanaka RyOshO, ed., Zengaku kenkyd nydmon (Tokyo: DaitO shuppansha, 1994), 
p. 62.
2 The Chinese text is found in TaishO vol. 85, No. 2831. For an edited version see 
Suzuki Daisetz, Suzuki Daisetsu zenshd, vol. 2 (Tokyo: Iwanami, 1968), pp. 216-219.
5 Stein manuscript No. 5619. This corresponds to No. 5998 in Lionel Giles’ Descrip­
tive Catalogue o f the Chinese Manuscripts from  Tunhuang in the British Museum 
(London: British Museum, 1957).
on No-Mind.1 The introduction to the translation includes a short description 
of the original manuscript, now found in London,3 and a summary o f previ­
ous work on the text.
Stein Manuscript No. 5619
Among the tens o f thousands o f manuscripts found at the beginning of this 
century in cave No. 17 o f the famous temple complex near the Gobi desert 
town o f Dunhuang, about three hundred have so far been identified as early 
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portant translations into Tibetan and some central Asian languages. Since 
some of these texts exist in several versions, the total number o f Dunhuang 
Chan texts amounts to approximately one hundred.4
4 For a concise survey o f  Dunhuang texts and important collections see the preface 
to Tanaka RyOshO’s TonkO zenshQ bunken no kenkyQ (A Study o f  Dunhuang Zen 
Manuscripts) (Tokyo: DaitO shuppansha, 1983).
5 In his excellent study o f  Dunhuang Buddhism, Ueyama lists Stein Ms. 5619 
without further commentary in this group: Ueyama Daishun, TonkO bukkyO no 
kenkyQ (Kyoto: HOzOkan, 1990), p. 421.
6 For a more detailed description o f  the notebook, a newly and critically edited and 
punctuated Chinese text, and a concordance to that text, see my Japanese article 
“ Mushinron—TonkO shutsudo no ichi tekisuto”  in the Zenbunka kenkyQjo kiyO, No. 
21 (May 1995), pp. 1-69.
7 See Yanagida Seizan, “ TonkO no zenseki to  Yabuki Keiki,** TonkO butten to Zen,
However, the Treatise on No-Mind that is translated here exists only in a sin­
gle version. It is found at the beginning o f a small notebook, followed by part 
o f a text entitled Eulogy on the Immediate Realization o f  the Wisdom o f  the 
Unborn The twenty-four page notebook containing the
Treatise (pp. 1-21) and the Eulogy fragment (pp. 21-24) is made o f fairly 
thick and soft ochre paper typical o f the period after the Tibetan occupation 
of Dunhuang. Ueyama calls texts of this period (approximately between 860 
and 1000) “ late.” 5 My inspection o f the original in September o f 1994 at the 
India Office o f the British Museum Library in London yielded the following 
conclusions:6 The thin booklet (format 10.5 x 14.5 cm) was acquired by the 
copyist as a blank, primitively bound notebook. He then prepared it for writ­
ing by drawing horizontal margins and vertical lines on each page. The note­
book was probably inscribed in two stages by the same copyist. First, the lines 
were drawn and the Treatise copied. In a second stage, some corrections in 
thinner ink were added to the Treatise, and the Eulogy was added in the same 
thinner ink, presumably to fill the remaining empty pages o f the notebook. 
Greasy stains and paper damage at the spots where readers tend to turn pages 
indicate that this notebook was frequently perused before ending up on the 
heap o f manuscripts in the Dunhuang cave. Due to humidity, one o f the thin 
lines o f glue that served as the notebook's primitive binding dissolved, result­
ing in the loss of the remainder o f the Eulogy.
Yabuki Keiki, D. T. Suzuki, and the Treatise
The first man to pay attention to this notebook was Yabuki Keiki, one of 
the great pioneers o f research on Dunhuang Chan texts.7 Yabuki pho­
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tographed the notebook in London but did not show these photographs at the 
tenth Daizde exhibition in November o f 1924. In 1930, however, Yabuki pub­
lished a complete reproduction o f Stein manuscript No. 5619 in a large case en­
titled Echoes from  the Singing Sands.9 These photographs were then used for 
the compilation o f the Treatise for inclusion in volume 85 o f the TaishO canon 
(No. 2831, pp. 1269al7-1270a28), published in 1932. One year later, Yabuki’s 
comments on his collection furnished the first appraisal o f the value and con­
tent o f the Treatise.9 Based on quotations as well as the style o f the Treatise, 
Yabuki concluded that Bodhidharma could not be its author.
While Yabuki studied the manuscripts in preparation for his 1933 commen­
tary, Daisctz TeitarO Suzuki (1870-1966) had already translated part o f the 
Treatise into English. His interest in Dunhuang Chan texts had been incited by 
an anonymous review in the Times Literary Supplement10 of the first series of 
his Essays in Zen Buddhism (published in 1927). The reviewer (Arthur Waley, 
not Hu Shih, as Suzuki thought)11 had criticized Suzuki for not having made 
use o f the newly discovered Chan texts in the Stein collection. Spurred by this 
critique and an ardent desire to uncover “ true” Zen and present it to the 
West, Suzuki delved into the study of Dunhuang Chan texts. It is likely that 
the Treatise on No-Mind (which Suzuki discovered in Yabuki’s Meisha yoin 
collection) was the first Dunhuang text he translated into English. The 
Treatise thus may be the first Dunhuang Chan text translated into any lan­
guage. Suzuki included its partial translation in the Third Series of his Essays 
in Zen Buddhism12 and noted:
This discourse ascribed to Bodhidharma is not mentioned in any of 
the Zen histories we have at present and there is no way to decide its
ed. by Shinohara Hisad and Tanaka RyOshO (Tokyo: Daito shuppansha, 1980), pp. 3- 
17.
’ Plates 77 and 78 o f  Yabuki Keiki’s Meisha yoin  (Echoes from the Singing Sands) 
(Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1930). Yabuki, as well as the TaishO canon, still uses 
Yabuki’s old number (296) for this notebook.
9 Yabuki Keiki, M eishayoin kaisetsu (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1933), pp. 533-538. 
On p. 537 Yabuki also refers to Hu Shih’s early research on the Eulogy.
10 Suzuki thought that Hu Shih was the author o f  this review that was in fact 
authored by Arthur Waley. See Timothy Barrett, “ Arthur Waley, D. T. Suzuki and 
Hu Shih: New Light on the ‘Zen and History’ Controversy,”  Buddhist Studies Review 
6, no. 2(1989), pp. 116-121.
“ D. T. Suzuki, Suzuki Daisetsu zensha, supplementary volume No. 2 (Tokyo: 
Iwanami, 1971), p. 351.
12 D. T. Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism  (Third Series). London: Luzac, 1934, pp. 
23-27.
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authenticity. MS is not in the best style o f writing. Wu-hsin is one of 
those difficult Chinese words which are untranslatable. Wu is a nega­
tive term and hsin comprises various meanings. It is 'm ind/ 'heart/ 
'sou l/ ‘a regulating principle/ 'a mental attitude/ 'consciousness/ 
'voluntariness/ etc. In the present case, Wu-hsin is ‘unconscious­
ness’ in its ordinary, empirical sense, and at the same time it means 
the Unconscious as underlying all our activities mental and bodily, 
conscious and unconscious.13
15 op. cit., pp. 23-24.
14 See note 155 below.
15 D. T. Suzuki, Mushin to iu koto (Tokyo: DaitO shuppansha); reprinted in vol. 7, 
pp. 166-171 o f Suzuki’s Collected Works [Suzuki Daisetsu zensha] (Tokyo: Iwanami, 
1968).
16 op. cit., p. 23.
17 op. cit., note 1, p. 18.
” (Tokyo: Daitd shuppansha, 1939); reprinted in vol. 7, pp. 115-303, o f Suzuki’s
Suzuki Daisetsu zenshQ.
Thus did the non-specialist international public first take notice of the Treatise 
on No-Mind. Suzuki’s partial translation still betrays a lack o f experience in 
reading Dunhuang manuscripts;14 but when he edited the text and translated it 
into Japanese a few years later,15 he was already an experienced reader and col­
lator o f such ancient manuscripts with their unfamiliar conventions and vari­
ant character forms. The translation was part o f Suzuki’s quest to portray 
“ Zen Buddhism’* as a “ form o f Indian Buddhism transplanted into China” 
whose “experiences are fundamentally the same as those o f Buddhism” but 
needed to be “ localized in harmony with the new conditions under which they 
are to develop.” 16 17* While working on editions and translations o f central Chan 
texts such as the Sayings o f  Shenhui11 and the Platform sdtra that stress wu- 
nian or no-thought, a sister concept to wuxin or no-mind, Suzuki gradual­
ly came to view wuxin as a central teaching that not only forms the core o f Zen 
but also that o f Buddhism and even Oriental civilisation as a whole. The 
Treatise thus took the limelight both as a succinct expression o f Buddhist 
teaching in general and as a splendid example o f the “ localization” o f Chan.
Around 1938, Suzuki held some lectures in Tokyo on the theme o f wuxin. 
When he published them in 1939 under the title of Mushin to  iu ko to ,19 he said 
in the foreword that these lectures were based on things that he had for several 
years planned to write for foreigners. He explains his motive for this as fol­
lows:
I think that mushin forms the core of Buddhist thought and is the
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pivot o f the Oriental spiritual civilisation. . . . One may recognize 
that what distinguishes the West from the East is that in the West, 
there is no mushin, and that in the East there is. Or rather: I propose 
that among the items that distinguish Eastern spirit and thought 
from their Western equivalents, mushin has a definite place. That is 
why I would like to explain it to Westerners.19
In these lectures, Suzuki, apart from presenting the first partial Japanese trans­
lation o f the Treatise,20 elaborated on the historical background that he had al­
luded to in the third series o f his Essays. He connected wuxin to the Sanskrit 
term acitta (no-mind),21 an Indian concept that the Chinese, according to 
Suzuki, made more concrete. To oversimplify his argument somewhat: Chan 
got born just because Indian Buddhist thought did not quite jibe with the 
Chinese;22 and the resulting localization and concretization was aided by al­
ready current terms such as wuxin that in the process acquired a much deeper 
meaning than they originally had.23
According to Suzuki, wuxin stands for the thorough overcoming o f all du­
alistic consciousness.24 Mind (xm), on the other hand, is marked by a self-con­
scious “ I” with whose rise there inevitably is dualistic discrimination23— 
which includes the dualism between discrimination and non-discrimination. 
Suzuki thus understands wuxin as “ nondiscriminatory discrimination’* 
(mufunbetsu no funbetsu MfrSiJofriW).26 In his view, “no-mind” therefore 
does not simply mean “ absence o f mind”27 but rather “ absence o f dualistic
”  op. cit., 1939 edition, pp. 1-2.
20 D . T . Suzuki, Suzuki Daisetsu zensha, vol. 7, pp. 166—171. Suzuki based his trans­
lation on an examination o f the original manuscript rather than the flawed TaishO text 
(p. 166). However, the last part o f the treatise (i.e., everything after the two four-line 
gSthis) is left out. This omission is indicated by ellipses, but no further explanation is 
given.
21 See also below for more recent work on this term and its connection to Chan.
22 op. cit., p. 174; see also p. 166.
2’  op. cit., p. 174.
24 op. cit., p. 278 ff.
25 ibid.
24 op. cit., p. 289.
27 op. cit., p. 278 ff. In his otherwise interesting book entitled On Being Mindless 
(La Salle, Ill.: Open Court, 1986), Paul J. Griffiths advances the view that the Bud­
dhist state o f cessation (“ mindlessness” ) means, according to Buddhaghosa, that all 
ordinary mental functions such as sensation, perception, and concept*formation do 
not occur. Griffiths states that “ perhaps the closest analogy in Western psychological 
parlance to this condition would be some kind o f profound cataleptic trance, the kind
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mind,” or conversely, the presence o f a ‘‘mind o f no-mind.” 28 Thus wuxin, 
the Chinese “ concretization” o f an Indian Buddhist concept is, according to 
Suzuki, the experiential realization (taitoku l i f t )  of acitta and corresponds to 
what Zen calls kensho (seeing the Nature).29 It is expressed in the “ logic 
o f wuxfii”  (i.e., the logic o f non-discriminatory discrimination) that Suzuki 
regarded as the foundation o f Buddhist thought.30
Suzuki's lectures were never translated into English,31 but in 1949, Suzuki 
published an English book entitled The Zen Doctrine o f  No-Mind, a study of 
the teaching o f the Platform sGtra.31 In this work, Suzuki confirmed his view 
o f wuxin33 as the central doctrine o f Zen. He was evidently still struggling to 
explain the meaning o f wuxin to Westerners;34 and various inconsistencies, 
contradictions, and the choice o f the word “ unconscious” for wuxin were less 
than helpful in this endeavor.33 Interestingly, he did not mention the Treatise
o f condition manifested by some psychotic patients and by long-term coma patients” 
(pp. 10-11). As is to be expected, this view is strikingly repudiated by Buddhaghosa 
himself who states, quite in tune with Suzuki's and our Treatise's view o f  wuxin: "Let 
us live in happiness having become mindless here and now and having attained that ces­
sation which is Nirvana*' (p. 29; emphasis my own).
24 Suzuki, op. d t ., p. 298. We will see below that the expression “ mind o f no-mind” 
is used at a  critical place in the Treatise.
29 op. d t . ,  p. 290.
30 O f course, these lectures also address many other aspects that Suzuki linked to wu­
xin, for example, references to “ absolute passivity”  and various other important Pure 
Land themes (pp. 130,191 ff., 210 ff.» etc.), difficulties o f  conveying the meaning o f  wu­
xin to  Westerners (pp. 295-296), connections to psychology (p. 296), etc.
31 One reason for this may be the loose structure o f  the lectures and their focus on 
themes that might interest a predominantly Pure Land Buddhist audience. Writing a 
different book for a new audience (i.e ., writing The Zen Doctrine o f  No-M ind) was 
probably a more sensible option than translating tailor-made lectures.
32 D. T. Suzuki, The Zen Doctrine o f  N o-M ind  (London: Rider, 1949).
33 Suzuki states that wuxfa “ is the same thing as ‘no-thought* [w w itoi].”  Op. cit., 
p. 29. See also pp. 57 and 71.
34 The schemata on pp. 142 ff. o f  Suzuki’s book attest to his desire to accommodate 
the “ logical” Western mind; however, I admit that I prefer the somewhat disorganized 
approach Suzuki took in his Japanese lectures cited above.
33 To mention just one o f  the most blatant problems: on p. 116 o f  The Zen Doctrine 
o f  No-M ind, Suzuki appears to contradict his view o f wuxin (which he translates as 
“ the Unconscious'') as “ non-discriminating discrimination" (emphasis mine) by stat­
ing: “ The Unconscious cannot be held responsible for its deeds. They are above moral 
judgments, for there is no deliberation, no discrimination. The valuation o f good and 
bad presupposes discrimination, and where this is absent, no such valuation is applica­
ble.”
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on No-Mind in this publication, quoting instead a number o f other Chan 
texts. His interest in the Treatise, however, continued; the famous second 
volume o f his Zen shisOshi kenkya (Collected Research on the History o f Zen 
Thought) contains the first edited text o f the Treatise with some notes.36
36 D. T. Suzuki, Suzuki Daisetsu zensha, vol. 2 (Tokyo: Iwanami, 1968), pp. 216— 
219.
37 Sekiguchi Shindai, Daruma daishi no kenkya (Tokyo: ShunjOsha, 1957).
31 This text was translated into English by Tokiwa Gishin, A  Dialogue on Contem­
plation-Extinguished (Kyoto: The Institute for Zen Studies, 1973).
39 Ui HakujO, Zenshashi kenkya (Tokyo: Iwanami, 1939).
40 BukkyO kenkya, vol. 3, N o. 6 (1939).
41 Sekiguchi Shindai, “ Zekkanron (TonkO shutsudo) sensha kO,”  Taisho daigaku 
gakuhO 30/31 (1940). The Niutou tradition, and o f course also the writings attributed 
to it, have been the subject o f  many publications. In the West, there are, for example, 
John McRae's “ The Ox-head School o f  Chinese Ch*an Buddhism: From Early Ch’an 
to the Golden Age” (in Robert M. Gimello &. Peter Gregory, eds., Studies in C h’an 
and Hua-yen, Honolulu: University o f  Hawaii Press, 1983, pp. 169-252), and Cather­
ine Despeux’s translations o f  several “ Niutou” texts (Hermfes, No. 4, pp. 103-164).
42 Sekiguchi Shindai, Daruma no kenkya  (Tokyo: Iwanami, 1967).
43 Sekiguchi Shindai, Daruma daishi no kenkya  (Tokyo: ShunjOsha,
1952, pp. 32-33. On page 82 o f the same book, Sekiguchi says that just about all schol­
ars agree with this attribution. In one o f  the most recent studies o f  the Treatise {TonkO 
butten to Zen, ed. by Shinohara HisaO and Tanaka RyOshO, Tokyo: DaitO shuppan-
Bodhidharma and the Treatise
The first line of the Treatise features, just after the title, the words 
“Authored by Bodhidharma.” It thus attracted the attention o f Sekiguchi 
Shindai, a Tendai scholar intent on proving that the historical identity o f the 
founding father o f Chan (and purported author of the Treatise), Bodhidhar­
ma, was rather different from his religious and mythical one.37 The Treatise 
struck Sekiguchi by its similarity to the Jueguanlun (“ Treatise on Cutting off 
Contemplation,” Jap. Zekkanron), a Dunhuang Chan text discovered by D. 
T. Suzuki in 1935.38 In 1940, Sekiguchi argued in the wake o f Ui Hakujfl39 and 
KunO HOryfl40 that the Jueguanlun had not been authored by Bodhidharma 
but rather by Niutou Farong (Jap. Gozu HOyO; 594-654), traditionally accept­
ed as a disciple o f the Third Patriarch Daoxin and founder o f the so-called 
“Oxhead tradition.”41 In 1952, in his Daruma daishi no kenkytt,42 Sekiguchi 
insisted that the Treatise on No-Mind was so similar in both structure and con­
tent to the Jueguanlun that one had to attribute it to the same author, i.e., Niu­
tou.43 Sekiguchi also saw connections to the Inscription on Faith in Mind*
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and to a poem attributed to Niutou, the Inscription on Mind (Ch. Xinming *C? 
88, Jap. Shinmei).45 In Daruma daishi no kenkyQ, he mentioned yet another 
text whose thought and terminology match the works “by” Niutou “ simply 
too well” :46 the Baozanglun W ftB ,47 a treatise traditionally ascribed to Seng 
Zhao (374-414), the talented disciple o f Kumarajlva and author of the Zhao- 
lun »  (Jap. JOrori).
Such links had been explored by various scholars before Sekiguchi; indeed, 
the connection between the Zhaolun, the teachings o f  Zhu Daosheng (an early 
advocate o f “ immediate realization”), and the Daoist-influenced terminology 
o f various Chan texts including the Treatise on No-Mind had led to various at­
tempts to define a group o f Chan texts with “ Daoist” flavor.48 Research such 
as that o f Fukunaga Mitsuji isolated the term wuxin as a central one in this 
context.49 Our Treatise thus gradually came to be regarded as one item in a 
web o f still little studied texts that had traditionally been attributed to Bodhi­
dharma but were obviously written several centuries later.
The research tendency spearheaded by Hu Shih and Sekiguchi moved into a 
significantly broader arena with the appearance o f Yanagida Seizan’s study of
sha, 1980, pp. 193-198), Shinohara essentially repeats Sekiguchi’s view about the close 
connection with the Jueguanlun but is a bit less decisive in squarely attributing it to Niu­
tou.
44 Xinxinming (Jap. Shiryinmei). This is one o f  the most frequently translat­
ed Chan texts. There are several Dunhuang manuscripts containing the full text or part 
o f it; it also used to be a text attributed to Bodhidharma.
45 Sekiguchi Shindai, ZenshU shisbshi (Tokyo: SankibO busshorin, 1963, p. 69.
44 op. cit., p. 166.
47 Recently, a doctoral dissertation has appeared on this important text: Robert H. 
Sharf, The Treasure Store Treatise and the Sinification o f  Buddhism in Eighth Century 
China (Ph.D. diss., University o f  Michigan, 1991). Sharf mentions the Jueguanlun 
(pp. 25-31) and the Xinxinming (pp. 31-34) but not the Wuxinlun. Though not­
ing that the term wuxin occurs repeatedly in the Baozanglun, can be traced to Zhuang­
zi, and is “ central to early attempts to explicate Buddhism through the use o f  in­
digenous Chinese terminology” (p. 310), Sharf fails to see the equally central role o f 
this concept in eighth-century China, the soil on which the Baozanglun as well as many 
related texts o f  middle Chan grew.
44 In his Daruma no kenkyd, Sekiguchi refers to such texts in a section on Daoism 
and Chinese thought (p. 357 fl.). See also Tanaka RydshO, Tonka zensha bunken no 
kenkyU (Tokyo: DaitO shuppansha, 1983), p. 517 ff.
49 Sec Fukunaga’s “ Sojo to rOsO shisO”  (Seng Zhao and Lao-Zhuang thought) in 
Tsukamoto ZenryU’s JOron kenkya (Kyoto: HOzOkan, 1955, pp. 252-271), and his 
English article “ ’No-mind* in Chuang-tzu and in Ch’an Buddhism,” in Zinbun 12, 
(1969), pp. 9-45.
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the historical sources on early Chan.50 Yanagida’s goal, and in his wake that 
of many other researchers, was less a Suzuki-style analysis of Chan thought 
but rather a careful and detailed study o f the available sources, their history, 
their doctrinal background, and the motives that could have led to their 
appearance and transmission?1 The Treatise, along with many other texts 
attributed to Bodhidharma, thus underwent protracted scrutiny.52 In the 
introduction to the first complete and annotated Japanese translation,53 Yana­
gida noted that the two most interesting Dunhuang treatises attributed to Bo­
dhidharma were the Jueguanlun and the Treatise on No-Mind, two texts that 
show great similarity and stem from roughly the same period (early ninth cen­
tury). According to Yanagida, the Treatise on No-Mind is based on the gist o f  
the Jueguanlun. Yanagida also suggests that the author of the Trwrise was 
very familiar with the writings o f Seng Zhao, and that the Treatise is linked to 
several doctrinal poems which stem from approximately the same period.54 On 
this backdrop, the Treatise unfolded its teaching o f  no-mind as the gist o f Bo­
dhidharma’s teaching, a teaching that later was strongly reflected in Linji’s 
(Jap. Rinzai) and Dongshan’s (Jap. TOzan) works. Through the efforts of 
Yanagida and several other Japanese scholars,55 the Treatise on No-Mind thus 
came to be seen as part o f a group of texts called Darumaron (treatises attribut­
ed to Bodhidharma) that were written in the late eighth and early ninth centu-
50 Shoki zensha shisho no kenkyQ (Kyoto: HOzOkan, 1967). See the summary o f  this 
book by John McRae in Cahiers d*Extr9me-Asie, No. 7, pp. 58-78.
” Yanagida’s famous book keeps being misunderstood in this way. The most 
blatant case is that in an article by Whalen W. Lai (Whalen Lai and Lewis R. Lan­
caster, eds., Early C h’an in China and Tibet, Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1983, 
p. 66), where Yanagida’s title (Research on historical sources o f  the
early Chan tradition) is boldly changed by Lai into (Research on the
thought o f  early Chan texts)!
52 For a recent survey o f  such literature see Tanaka RyOshO, ed., Zengaku kenkyQ 
nyQmon (Tokyo: DaitO shuppansha, 1994), p. 53 ff. Among the larger publications, 
Yanagida’s “ Goroku no rekishi”  (History o f  Recorded Sayings) in Toho gakuho 57 
(March 1985) deals extensively with texts attributed to Bodhidharma (see especially 
chapters 7-16).
53 Yanagida Seizan, Zengoroku (Tokyo: ChUO kOronsha, 1978), pp. 64-66 (text 
description) and 80-91 (translation and notes).
54 Yanagida mentions Niutou’s Xinming (Inscription on Mind), Fu Dashi’s
±  Xinwangming -L T tt (Inscription on the Mind-King), and the Xinxinming (In­
scription on Trust in Mind) that is traditionally attributed to the Third Patriarch.
55 See the summary o f  such research by Shinohara Hisao and Tanaka
RyOshO ffi't’ftSB, eds., Tonko butten to  Zen W (Tokyo: DaitO shuppansha,
1980), vol. 8 o f  the KOza TonkO » £ £ £  series, pp. 193-198.
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ries—i.e., just around the fault line that Yanagida drew between “Early 
Chan” movements and the “Mazu tradition” 56 that is seen as the fount o f  
“ classical” Chan o f the late Tang and Five Dynasties. It is regarded as a con­
cise summary o f the teaching o f the Southern tradition o f Chan, the tradition 
that came to dominate Chan in its classical age (ninth and tenth centuries).57
% See Yanagida Seizan's “ The Development o f  the ‘Recorded Sayings' Texts o f the 
Chinese Ch’an School,”  trans, by John R. McRae, in Whalen Lai and Lewis Lan­
caster, eds., Early Ch 'an in China and Tibet (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1983), 
pp. 185-205.
57 My own view o f  the historical position and doctrinal background o f  On No-M ind  
will be laid out in a larger publication.
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C h ron o log ica l L is t  o f  Im p o r ta n t W ork  on  th e  Treatise
1916 Between June and November, Yabuki Keiki first reads the small notebook in 
the Stein collection in London and gives it the old number 296.
1922 Between December o f  1922 and July o f 1923, Yabuki takes photographs o f 
the notebook.
1930 Yabuki publishes the photographic reproductions o f  the entire notebook on 
plates 77 and 78 o f  his Meisha yoin  [Echoes from the Singing Sands] (Tokyo: 
Iwanami shoten).
1932 The first (badly) edited and punctuated Chinese text o f  the Treatise on N o­
M ind  is published in volume 85 o f  the TaishO canon (No. 2831).
1933 Yabuki gives the first description o f  the 7>ea/ise in his Meisha yoin kaisetsu 
(Tokyo: Iwanami shoten), pp. 533-538.
1934 D. T. Suzuki publishes the first partial English translation o f  the Treatise in 
Essays in Zen Buddhism  (Third Series) (London: Luzac, pp. 23-27).
1939 Suzuki publishes the first unannotated and partial Japanese translation o f  the 
Treatise in Mushin to iu koto  (Tokyo: DaitO shuppansha); reprinted in vol. 7, 
pp. 166-171 o f  Suzuki’s Collected Works [Suzuki Daisetsu zensha] (Tokyo: 
Iwanami, 1968).
1949 Suzuki publishes The Zen Doctrine o f  No-M ind (London: Rider).
1951 Suzuki publishes an edited Chinese text o f  the Treatise in vol. 2 o f  his Zen 
shisOshi kenkyU; reprinted in Suzuki Daisetsu zensha, vol. 2. (Tokyo: Iwana­
mi, 1968), pp. 216-219.
1952 Sekiguchi Shindai devotes a part (pp. 186-234) o f  his Daruma daishi no 
kenkya (Tokyo: ShunjOsha) to the Treatise and the concept o f  wuxin; in ac­
cord with earlier scholars, he asserts (p. 82) that Niutou Farong is its author.
1978 Yanagida Seizan publishes the first complete and annotated Japanese transla­
tion o f  the Treatise in Zengoroku (Tokyo: ChQO kOronsha, 1978), pp. 80-91, 
and gives a detailed description and evaluation o f  the text (pp. 64-66).
1980 Shinohara HisaO summarizes previous research on the Treatise in TonkO but- 
ten to Zen, ed. by Shinohara Hisao and Tanaka RyOshO (Tokyo: DaitO shup­
pansha, 1980), pp. 193-198.
1994 Murakami Shun studies the concept o f  No-Mind and summarizes the 
Treatise’s  content in an article on wuxin: “ Mushin no shOhen. Tongo to no 
kanren ni tsuite” (The Theme o f No-Mind, particularly in relation to Immedi­
ate Awakening), Zenbunka kenkyQjo kiyO, No. 20 (May 1994), pp. 151-222.
1994 Urs App publishes a critically edited Chinese text together with its concor­
dance in “ Mushinron—TonkO shutsudo no ichi tekisuto,”  Zenbunka 
kenkyOjo kiyO, No. 21 (May 1995), pp. 1-68.
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Stein No. 5619; shown actual size. 
Courtesy British Museum Library.
On No-Mind5*
In  one fascicle
By Bodhidharma59
THE ULTIMATE PRINCIPLE61 is without words; one needs to borrow 
words to make this principle apparent.62 The great Dao is without 
equivalent; [yet] to touch the uncultivated it reveals shapes. Let us now 
for expedience sake posit two persons holding a discussion on the sub­
ject of no-mind.63
51 The original Stein manuscript (S 3619), the TaishO edition o f  the same text (T85, 
No. 2831), and D. T . Suzuki's text edition (Suzuki Daisetsu ZenshQ, vol. 2, pp. 216- 
219) were all consulted in establishing the edited Chinese text I prepared as a basis for 
this translation. For the critically edited and annotated Chinese text see Urs App, 
“ Mushinron—TonkO shutsudo no ichi tekisuto," Zenbunka kenkyOjo kiyO, N o. 21 
(May 1995), pp. 1-69.
39 Many texts found at Dunhuang are attributed to Bodhidharma; indeed, such texts 
form an entire genre o f Chan literature. These texts were usually written long after Bo­
dhidharma in the eighth or early ninth centuries. However, texts as early as the Chuanfa- 
b a o ji  M&WE (713) complained about fake “Treatises by Bodhidharma." See Yanagi- 
da, Zengoroku, p. 46.
w  Section numbers have been added to facilitate reference. With the sole exception 
o f  a slight change in the starting point o f  section 13, they correspond to the sections 
devised by D . T. Suzuki for his edited Chinese text (Suzuki Daisetsu ZenshQ, vol. 2, 
pp. 216-219).
61 Zhiii S3®: This term was used in the official histories before Buddhist texts had 
any impact, for example, in Houhanshi & 7-252al (see the related amendment in 
7-283a4). Sharf (op. cit., p. 367) points out, that Zhidun used it (T3512145) 
55a27). The Gaosengz/tuan features two instances (T50 {20591 382c23 & 418b9), 
and by the time o f  the X u gaosengzhuan M A M * , this was a frequently used expres­
sion. It also appears in the Zhaolun U fr  T45 (1858} 157a9.
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42 Sec also Lengjia shiziji T85 {2837} 1290b26-27 where “ borrowing
words to manifest the Principle’* is also mentioned. This theme has a long tradition; it 
is, for example, in the background o f the opening chapter o f  the Daodejing “ If
the Dao can be put in words, it is not the eternal Dao The Chan tradi­
tion insisted on the priority o f  actual realization versus simply instituting words, as is 
expressed in the famous quatrain stemming from around the year 1000:
[Chan] is transmitted outside established doctrine;
it does not institute words. [Rather,!
It points directly to the human being's heart: 
whoever sees his own nature becomes an awakened buddha.
Far from condemning words means “ not instituting words” rather than “ not
using words,” as keeps being repeated), the first two lines o f  this quatrain express what 
numerous Chan teachers as well as the opening o f  the present treatise point out. The 
Zutangji (Collection from  the Founder’s  Halls) 3.23, 7 ff. also recounts:
A monk asked, “ The Ancients said that the Dao is beyond words. But if the Dao 
is beyond words, who is able to establish this?”
Master Yungai Zhiyuan replied, “ Borrowed words give voice to the Dao; the 
Dao does not verbalize itself.”
This theme is also frequently evoked in the opening sermon o f Chan records (Ch. yulu, 
Jap. goroku  SHR)> for example, the Record o f  Yunmen (Yunmen guanglu W H S®  
T47 {1988} 545al6 ff., or the Record o f  Linji. T47: 496bl1-14 (R. F. Sasaki, tr., The 
Record o f  L in-chi, (Kyoto: Institute for Zen Studies, 1975, p. 1):
Today, I, this mountain monk, having no choice in the matter, have perforce yield­
ed to customary etiquette and taken this seat. If I were to demonstrate the Great 
Matter in strict keeping with the teaching o f  the Patriarchal School, I simply 
couldn't open my mouth and there wouldn't be any place for you to  find footing.
43 H'uxin M'O. This term has much weight both in philosophical Danism (particu­
larly Zhuangzi t tT ;  see, for example, Fukunaga Mitsuji's article “ 'No-mind' in 
Chuang-tzu and in Ch’an Buddhism” [Zinbun 12, 1969, pp. 9-45)) and Buddhism 
from the Six Dynasties (for example, Dazhidulun T25{1509| 171bl3, 376c22
et passim; or Zhaolun * lf t  T45 [1858) 152a 16, 154c20, 159c9, etc.). The words o f the 
slightly earlier Vajrosamadhi sGtra T9 (273) 366b22 echo the introduction o f
the present text: “ Sons o f  good families! The formless Mind has no mind and no self.” 
Several researchers have also noted the similarity o f  this introduction to that o f  the 
Jueguan lun MKM (Tokiwa tr., p. 5) which reads:
The Great Way is deep and void, sublime and still, beyond comprehension, be­
yond verbal expression. Here are provisionally set up two persons who both talk 
the true reality: a master named Attainment and a disciple called Gateway.
Like the present treatise as a whole, the Baozanglun VKM  T45 (1857) 144c 12 ff. also 





















THE EASTERN BUDDHIST XXVIII, I
2
The student asks the Reverend, “ [Do you]* have a mind or not?9'65
“ [I] have no mind.” 66
3
“ Since you say that you have no mind: who then has the ability to see, 
hear, feel, and know?61 Who knows that there is no mind?” 6*
“ Just no-mind is seeing, hearing, feeling, and knowing. And it is no­
mind that has the ability to be aware o f the absence o f mind.”69
M Personal pronouns are substituted, as one must often do when rendering 
telegram-style classical Chinese into English. In the original text, the present question 
and answer read: “ Have mind, not have mind?” “ Not have mind.”  In light o f  section 
4 where the personal pronoun “ I”  (wo f t )  is explicitly used by the teacher in connec­
tion with wujrin the translation refleas a concrete bent rather than the more ab­
stract one o f  “ is there mind or not,”  which is another possible rendering.
65 In order to avoid tedious repetitive phrases such as “ The student asks” and “ (The 
Reverend] answers,”  I have simply set the questions in italic. The Lengjia shiziji M dK 
f t E  T85 (2837| 1290b28 gives one more twist in a question that it attributes to Shenxiu 
ftW: “ Does this mind have mind or not? What mind is this mind?”
w  Wuxin MhL*. As the next question already shows, the questioner takes “ mind *b” 
in the sense o f  consciousness that is able to distinguish (“ the ability to  see, hear, feel, 
and know” ). The respondent, however, denies having such a discriminating mind. At 
the beginning o f  the Jueguan lun feflUft (Tokiwa tr., p. 5) we find a similar theme:
Question: “ What is it that is called "mind’? How do we put mind at ease?” 
Answer: “ You need not suppose a mind, nor need you particularly endeavor to 
put one at ease. That can be spoken o f as putting the mind at ease.”
67 These are the activities o f  the human mind; shapes, sounds, bodily sensations, 
and everything known constitute the objects o f  consciousness.
68 Such knowledge, the questioner implies, would imply discriminating conscious­
ness and thus mind. Such knowledge is explained, for example, in the Dacheng kabdn 
xianxing dunwu zhenzong lun T85 (28331 1280a4 ff. See also
Dunwu rudao yaomen lun ZZ110: 421a!3.
w  The Jueguan lun (Tokiwa tr., p. S) again raises a similar problem:
Question: “ If [the Dao] is not anything the mind thinks of, how can we ever think 
o f it?”
Answer: “ To have thought is to have mind. To have mind contradicts the Dao. To 
















APP: TREATISE ON NO-MIND
4
“I f  one accepts™ that there is no mind, it must follow  that there is no 
seeing, hearing, feeling, and knowing. Say: how11 can there be any 
seeing, hearing, feeling, and knowing [without mind]?"12
“Though I have no mind, I can very well [1269bpz see and hear and 
feel and know.” 74
5
“Just the fact that you see, hear, feel, and know proves that you have 
mind! How can you deny this?"
“This very75 seeing, hearing, feeling, and knowing is no-mind!76 Where 
could there be another no-mind apart from seeing, hearing, feeling,
70 Jiruo “ if  that is the case,” “ in that case.”  See Zengojiten  P- 75.
71 Hede “ why would it be possible,”  “ how could it be the case,”  “ why could it
be.”  See Zengojiten  p. 44.
72 Cf. Dunwu rudao yaomen lun W S A M f l i t  ZZ110: 421 b l8 ff. where the ques­
tion is raised how there can be perception without confronting objects.
”  Such cursive-style references in square brackets inserted into the English text are 
to the beginning o f  segments in the TaishO edition o f  this text (TaishO vol. 85; in this 
case page 1269, middle page segment)
74 See section 3 o f  the Jueguan lun feKIft where the same theme is discussed:
Gateway asks, “ The ordinary being has a body; he sees, hears, feels, and knows. 
The Most Honored One also has a body, and sees, hears, feels, and knows. What 
difference is there?
Answered, “ With the ordinary being, the eyes see, the ears hear, the body feels, 
and the consciousness knows. With the Most Honored One that is not the case. 
With him seeing is not the seeing o f  the eyes; likewise, knowing is not the knowing 
o f the consciousness. Why? Because it goes beyond the senses and measure­
ments.”  (Tokiwa tr., Yanagida ed., pp. 7-8)
75 Zhishi R * :  “just,”  “ only;”  or “ yet,” “ but.” See Zengojiten  pp. 168-
169. Here this expression is combined with fiPM jishi.
74 Cf. Dunwu rudao yaomen lun B ftA iS K rilft ZZ110: 428a9 ff. and 430dl6 ff. 
where perception is said to be nothing other than one’s unborn, true nature. The well- 
known Chan phrase “ This very mind is Buddha”  which became the banner o f
Mazu and his successors is a famous variation on this theme; on this line, see 
Huizhong’s statement that “ no-mind is nothing other than becoming an awakened one 
(Jingde chuandenglu T51 {2076} 439al2-13).
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and knowing? Now I am afraid that you do not understand; so let me 
explain this to you step by step in order to let you realize the truth.77 
Take seeing: [I]78 see throughout the day—but since it is seeing without 
seeing, it is without mind. Or take hearing: [I] hear all day long—but as 
it is hearing without hearing, it is without mind. Or feeling: [I] feel all 
day long—but as it is feeling without feeling, it is without mind. Or 
knowing: [I] know all day long—but as it is knowing without knowing, 
it too is without mind.79 Engaged in actions80 day in and day out, [I] do 
without doing81—which is nothing other than no-mind.82 Therefore it
80 Zaozuo  There is no need to interpret this term as “ useless acts,”  as does the 
Zengo jiten  W BftM , p. 272. Yanagjda’s interpretation (Zengoroku M B A  p. 89) as 
“ movement o f  will’* or “ intentional act’’ seems more to the point here. In the light o f 
what follows, though, the simple translation as “ action” appears most appropriate.
81 Sec note on wuwei f t d  below. This whole passage is similar to one in another 
treatise attributed to Bodhidharma: the Xuemailun jtalU* (Xiaoshi liumen
T48 [2009] 376a28ff). There, “ hearing without bearing,”  “ seeing without seeing,”  
“ knowing without knowing,”  “ being happy without being happy,”  “ walking without 
walking,”  and “ standing without standing” are mentioned. Such paradoxical state­
ments occur rather frequently in literature attributed to Bodhidharma; see, for exam­
ple, also the Waxing lun f t ^ f t  (Xiaoshi liumen T48 {2009} 370c23) where
bodhisattvas are said to “ make use o f  everything without using anything” and to *'trav­
el all day long without traveling.”
“  Zongmi paraphrases the VimalakTrti sQtra (W eim ojiesuo shuo jing  BJMKW 
Htft T14 {475} 539c) in speaking o f “ engaging in walking, standing, sitting, and reclin-
77 Zhenli “ truth.*’ As the Hanyu dacidian JI® ARM  vol. 2, p. 148 points out, 
this concept is often used by Buddhists to refer to the Buddha Dharma. The one occur­
rence o f  this term in the Gaosengzhuan (T50{2059) 349a 11) illustrates this 
usage. It seems not to appear in China’s official histories before the Suishu Ml* and 
may thus be o f Buddhist origin.
78 Again, no personal pronoun is present in this whole answer; but in the light o f  the 
answer in section 4 , 1 assume that the answers could have a similar tone. A more gener­
al “ one sees . . . .  one hears . . . . * ’ etc. is a valid alternative.
79 Cf. Jueguan lun feKift (Tokiwa tr.» p. 19):
Question: “ Which mind knows [ail as it really is]? Which eye sees it?**
Answer: “ Not-knowing knows it, and not-seeing sees it.*’
This answer appears to allude to a g&tha that is cited in Dunwu rudao yaomen lun A f t  
A J Q H fr  ZZ110: 421b9-10 (translation by John Blofeld, The Zen Teaching o f  Hui 
Hai on Sudden Illumination, London: Rider, 1969, p. 47):
Prajfii, unknowing, knoweth all;















APP: TREATISE ON NO-MIND
is said: Seeing, hearing, feeling, and knowing are all no-mind.” *3
6
“But hovfl* could one [even] gain the ability to know that it is no-mind 
[that sees, hears, feels, and knows]?" ’
“ Just try to find out in every detail:*5 What appearance does mind 
have?*6 And if it can be apprehended: is [what is apprehended] mind or 
not?*7 Is [mind] inside or** outside, or somewhere in between?*9 As 
long as one looks for mind in these three locations, one’s search will 
end in failure.90 Indeed, searching it anywhere will end in failure.91
ing without emerging from extinction-attainment” (Chanyuan zhuquanji douxu
T48 {2015} 405C1-2).
“  Huangbo defines undefiled knowledge as “ having no mind at all”  ( C A w w  
fayao  T48 {2012a} 380al7-18). Incidentally, that single short text contains the
term wuxin no less than twenty-two times. See my Concordance to H uangbo’s  Essen­
tials o f  Transmitting M ind and the Wanting Record (Kyoto: International Research 
Institute for Zen Buddhism, 1993), p. 76.
M  Ruowei £ © :  this is equivalent to ruhe See Z engojiten  p. 193.
“  Zixi -flH: Zengojiten  p.167. See also examples in Katto gosen
[Yanagida ed.] p. 972 and Hanyu dacidian vol. 4 , p. 173.
*  On a similar line, the Dacheng kaixin xianxing dunwu zhenzong lun
T85 (2835} 1280a 15 ff. challenges the practitioner to find out where the eye­
consciousness comes from.
17 C f. Shenhui’s Words from  the Platform  (Nanyang heshang dunjiao jie tuo  chan­
men zhiliao xing danyu in Hu Shih’s Shenhui heshang
y iji  Taipei: Hu Shih jinianguan, 1968) p. 238 line 10. Master Huihai com­
pares using the mind for this task to trying to wash dirty sticks with mud (Dunwu ru- 
dao yaomen lun ZZ110: 429b 1-2).
“  Weifu M L ’ This usually occurs, as here, in the pattern **wetfu A  . . . . B“  
and means “ it is either A  or B .” See Zengojiten  PP- 11-12, and the examples
in Hanyu dacidian vol. 6, p. 1111.
99 This theme was frequently taken up by Chan masters o f  the classical age. There, 
however, such statements are made with considerably more panache, for example, in 
the following passage (Deshan shizhong [contained in Dahui’s Zhengfayan
zang iEK M Q  ZZ 118: 19d6 ff.):
You all! Don’t search in some different place. If Bodhidharma, that barbarian 
monk with his tiny green eyes, came here, he did it simply in order to make you be 
without concern and to prevent you from creating [bad] karma.
90 In Chan records, this theme became very prominent; see, for example, the Record 
o f  Linji EK0W, T47: 498c8-l 1; cf. Sasaki tr., p. 15) where Linji characterizes the true
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That’s exactly why it is known as no-mind.” 92
person who hears him speak as follows:
It is without form, without characteristics, without root, without source, and 
without any dwelling place, yet it is brisk and lively. As for all its manifold respon­
sive activities, the place where they are carried on is, in fact, no-place. Therefore, 
when you look for it, it retreats farther and farther, and when you seek for it, it 
turns more and more the other way: This is called “ Mystery.’*
This characterization o f “ mystery** exhibits striking similarities to  that o f  no-mind in 
the present treatise.
91 According to Yanagida Seizan (Zengoroku, Tokyo: ChUO kOronsha, 1978, pp. 
65), this is a source for the story o f  the second patriarch’s first conversation with Bo­
dhidharma. An early version reads as follows:
Huike: “ Please, Master, bring peace to my heart-mind!** Bodhidharma: “ Show 
me your heart-mind, and I will pacify it!’* Huike: “ I have searched for it, but I 
could not find it.’* Bodhidharma: “ If you could search for it, how could it be your 
very own heart-mind? And how should I bring peace to it?** Then Bodhidharma 
said to Huike, “ I have once and for all pacified the heart-mind for you. Do you 
now see it?’’ At these words, Huike was greatly awakened. (Zutangji [Col­
lection from the Founder’s Halls] 1.73, 6 ff.)
The “ object*’ o f  this search is in Chan literature often compared to the sun (see, for 
example, the Xiuxinyao lun Tanaka ed., section 5, p. 2), or a light. But—as
Yunmen points out in a sermon—confronting this as an object is futile (Yunmen guang- 
lu WPIWfi T47 [1988] 553a8-9):
Having entered the Dharma Hall for a formal instruction, the Master said: “ Every 
person originally has the radiant light—yet when it is looked at, it is not seen: dark 
and obscure!”  With this, the Master left the teacher’s seat.
”  “ N o” in this context negates the dualism inherent in the “ mind” mentioned by 
the questioner—the mind that “ sees, hears, feels, and knows” and is inherently unable 
to recognize that which is, in the words o f the Xiuxinyao lun cited above,
“ most intimate” and by definition formless and unobjectifiable. The Baozanglun 
f t  T45 [1857] 148b 10 ff. calls this “ the unborn which is nothing other than the place of 
origin. Neither appearing nor disappearing, it is like empty space—[though] nothing 
can really be compared to it.”  The Baozanglun then goes on to urge the practitioner to 
find this root-source that the mortals have all lost but warns (148b 15-16):
The root is nothing other than that which cannot be sought, because the root does 
not seek for the root, just as gold does not search for gold.
A  little further on (148b2O-21) the same text points out the reason for this:
If the root is the true one, it cannot be cultivated. Why? Because it is the Dharma 
o f non-duality.
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7
“Reverend, since you have said that all is no-mind, neither evil nor 
meritorious deed&  ought to exist. So why are people transmigrating in 
the six spheres o f  existence,9* ceaselessly embroiled in life-and-death?'"*5 
“ In their confusion, people for no reason conceive an [an entity called] 
‘mind’ within no-mind.96 Deludedly clinging to [mind’s] existence, they 
perform action upon action,97 which in turn makes them transmigrate 
in the six realms and live-and-die without respite. It is as if someone 
would in the dark mistake a contraption for a ghost98 or [a rope] for a
93 Such evil or meritorious deeds are once more mentioned in the present text (Wu- 
xinlun T85 (2831} 1270&8) and also in the Xiuxinyao lun (Tanaka cd.,
p. 41b2). Their effects lead to better or worse destinies in the cycle o f  life-and-death 
(see next note).
** Liuju  AWc in the Stein manuscript corresponds to liuqu zsM or liudao A it:  the six 
possible “ destinations” or destinies in the cycle o f  rebirths: deva, human being, evil 
spirit (qdura), animal, hungry ghost, and damned being in hell.
95 See also Shenxiu’s Guanxinlun OLC/lft (also called Poxianglun T85 {2009}
367a21 ff.), where the cause o f  man’s “ drowning in life-and-death,”  “ wandering 
through the six destinies,”  and “ suffering o f  countless ills” is also explained.
“  Much o f  the literature o f  the “ Mere Representation” movement o f  Bud­
dhism is devoted to the explanation o f  this “ error,”  its possibility, and its removal. In 
this context, the paper o f  Ueda Yoshifumi a student o f  Ui Hakuju, entitled
“ Mushin ni tsuite '"C”  (Fukui Hakase shoju kinen tOyObunka ronsha
MftZfcfUfclb Tokyo: Fukui hakase shoju kinen ronbunshU kankdkai, 1969, 
pp. 799-813) is o f great interest. Ueda shows that a central text o f  this movement, 
Vasubandhu’s Thirty Stanzas culminates in presenting acitta (no-mind, M
as the heart o f  salvation (stanza 29). In Chan thought, which was deeply influenced 
by that movement, we find various accounts o f  this “ confusion.” See, for example, 
Dunwu rudao yaomen lun ZZ110: 425al-5 & 431b8 ff., or Dacheng
kaixin xianxing dunwu zhenzong lun T85 {2835} 1278c9. The
sister text to our treatise, On Cutting O ff Contemplation (Jueguan lun Pelliot
manuscript no. 2732, folio la), features the following dialogue:
Question: “ Do people really have mind?”
Answer: “ If they do have mind, they are upside-down. Deluded thoughts arise 
just because they posit a mind within no-mind.”
97 Ye H: karma. Actions that produce some kind o f  effect in the future; the result of 
such action; or the causal link between action and result.
91 See also Zongmi’s Chanyuan zhuquanji douxu  (T48 {2015}
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snake and be gripped by terror. That’s just what people’s deluded cling­
ing [to a mind] is like. In the midst of no-mind they deludedly cling to a 
‘mind’99 and perform action upon action100—yet this results in nothing 
but transmigration through the six realms.101 If such people come 
across a great teacher who instructs them in seated meditation, they 
will awaken to no-mind, and all karmic hindrances will be thoroughly 
wiped out and [the chain of] life-and-death cut through. Just as all 
darkness disappears with a single ray of sunlight that penetrates it,103
41 lc22) where the same example is used in a context which also speaks o f  mind and no­
mind.
99 This theme recurs in various forms in Chan literature. One form is the story o f
Yajfiadatta looking for his own head (Linjilu T47 (1985) 497c 19-20; Sasaki tr., 
note 69, pp. 72-73). Some others are found in the Yunmen guanglu T47
{1988} 556c29-557a2:
Master Yunmen cited the following story:
Xuefeng said, “ A  man sitting next to a rice basket is starving to death, and a fel­
low by a river is dying o f  thirst.”
Xuansha commented, “A man sitting in a rice basket is starving to death, and a fel­
low up to his head in the water is dying o f  thirst.”
Master Yunmen said, “ His whole body is rice, his whole body is water!”
100 Ye £ :  karma. See note above.
101 The following excerpt from the Record o f  Linji shows how radical similar state­
ments about karmic actions became in the classical age o f  Chan; note also the contrast 
o f  Linji’s words with the advice given in the following sentence o f  the present text.
Outside mind there's no Dharma (dharma), nor is there any thing to be obtained 
within it. What are you seeking? Everywhere you’re saying, “ There’s something 
to practice, something to prove.” Make no mistake! Even if there were something 
to be obtained by practice, it would be nothing but birth and death karma. You 
are saying, “ The six paramitas and the ten thousand [virtuous) actions are equally 
to be practiced.”  As I see it, all this is just making karma. Seeking Buddha and 
seeking Dharma is only making hell karma. Seeking bodhisattvahood is also mak­
ing karma; reading the sutras and studying the teachings is also making karma. 
(LinjUu T47{1985) 499b7-12; Sasaki tr., pp. 18-19)
,<n The very end o f the Dacheng kaixin xianxing dunwu zhenzong lun
(T85 (2835) 1281c2-3) explains the resolution expounded in Buddhist teaching 
as follows:
It is just the silent mind, knowing for itself that delusive thoughts do not arise: the 
mind o f ’me' and ’mine’ is extinguished.
103 The image o f  light penetrating darkness emphasizes that this awakening is sudden
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awakening to  no-mind wipes out all evil karm a.” ,(H
8
“/  am dull, and my mind is still not quite made up. But observing the 
one who is everywhere making use o f  the six sense organs,105 respond­
ing106 to questions, speaking, and performing all kinds o f  action—and 
[the existence of] delusion and wisdom, or life-and-death and nirvana, 
[I wonder if  all o f  this] really is nothing but no-mind?*M07
“ Indeed it is! Just because people dcludedly cling to having mind,108
and absolute; with the first ray o f sunlight at the crack of dawn, night is at once and ab­
solutely over. The sun often stands for Buddha-nature fJHi; see, for example, the Po- 
xiang lun ft ftift (Xiaoshi liumen T48 {2009} 367a7-9) which cites the Sutra o f
Ten Stages In his Chanyuan zhuquanji douxu T48 (2015}
4O4cl-3, Zongmi says that the ever bright and never dark, complete and constant 
knowing is called Buddha-nature and also TathAgata-garbha or mind-ground. He com- 
menu on this by saying that this is the “ mind” that Bodhidharma transmitted.
104 Master Huihai (Dunwu rudaoyaomen lun ZZ110: 430d2 ff.) says
that seeing one’s nature wipes out all karmic obstructions resulting from past deeds 
“just as the hot sun melts frost and snow.” This is achieved at once and totally, “ as if 
all the grass covering the mighty Mount Sumeru were burnt in a single flash; their kar­
mic obstructions are like grass, and their wisdom like fire.”
105 Liugen A ft: The six “ roots” or organs of consciousness: eye, ear, nose, tongue, 
skin, and mind.
106 The Stein manuscript inserts a space before “responding” ; the copyist obviously 
took the following two characters (S B ) as the beginning o f an answer, which would 
leave the question unfinished and the following answer without question. Suzuki (Es­
says in Zen Buddhism, Third Series, p. 26) notes that “ something is missing in this 
question and as it stands it yields no sense. The master’s reply too does not seem quite 
to the point.”  His translation still follows this bad text, but the edited text given on p. 
217 o f vol. II o f his Collected Works amends S  to thus ignoring the scribe’s 
space and making all o f the following text until the beginning o f the answer part of the 
present question. Yanagida, too, reads the text in this way (Zengoroku. p. 86); indeed, 
not overriding the copyist on this point makes the text incomprehensible.
107 Here, the questioner addresses the problem of the subject (“the one who is every­
where making use of the six organs” ). See Dunwu rudao yaomen lun f t f t  A jtftr iB  
ZZ110: 421bl6 ff. for a discussion o f the related topic o f perception in spite of the ab­
sence o f perceived objects. There, the essence o f immediate awakening (dunwu ftft) is 
explained in terms o f wunian or thinking-without-deluded-thought (421C1O-11).
10* The Wuxing lun (Xiaoshi liumen 44fcAfl T48 {2009} 371c24-27) states
that the ordinary people create delusions; by using mind to give rise to mind, they al-
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they have all their illusions and life-and-death as well as supreme wis­
dom (bodhi) and total release (nirvana).109 If they awaken to no-mind, 
then there are neither illusions nor life-and-death and nirvana. Thus 
the Tathftgata said to those who [think that they] have mind that there 
is life-and-death. Bodhi is so named as a counterpiece to illusion, and 
nirvana as a counterpiece to [1269c] life-and-death; all of these [con­
cepts] are but countermeasures.110 If no-mind obtains, both illusion 
and bodhi are nowhere to be found; and the same is true for life-and- 
death and nirvana.” 111
ways find themselves in hell. In contrast, not using mind to give rise to mind means to 
be in the land o f  the awakened where every state o f  mind conforms to emptiness and ev­
ery thought is still. Cf. Red Pine, tr., The Zen Teaching o f  Bodhidharma (San Francis­
co: North Point Press, 1987), p. 61.
109 Master Huihai defines deluded thinking as “ thinking in terms o f  being and non-
being.’* Dunwu rudao yaomen lun fttS A ilW riB  ZZ110: 421cl3-14. Consequently, 
awakening is defined as “no-awakening and no non-awakening (422dl3-14>—
which is the point that our Treatise is about to make.
110 In Chan literature, this kind o f  expedient means often goes under the label o f
“ medicine corresponding to the disease” {yaoping xiangji Master Linji once
said, “ Whatever I say, it is all temporary medicine in response to a disease” (Linjilu f t  
M l  T47 {1985} 498b 18). Elsewhere, the same master says this o f  all Buddhist teachings 
(Linjilu f t M  T47{1985) 502c8-9). See also Jueguan lun Tokiwa tr. p. 20 sec­
tion 4.
1,1 Cf. Hu Shih’s edition o f  the Records o f  Shenhui {Shenhui yulu  in Shen­
hui heshang y iji  Taipei: Hu Shih jinianguan, 1968), p. 101, line 4 ff.,
where “just obtaining no-thought constitutes understanding;”  and this under­
standing is said to be identical to that o f  the buddhas and bodhisattvas. As mentioned 
above, Huihai also defines awakening as the absence o f  opposites and thus as “ neither 
awakening nor no-awakening” {Dunwu rudao yaomen lun ZZ110:
422dl3-14). The Wuxing lun (Xiaoshi liumen T48 {2009} 371cl 1-13)
sums this up as follows:
One who cultivates the Dao does not look for it outside. Why? Because he knows 
that mind is the Dao. When he attains mind, there is no mind that can be grasped; 
and when he attains the Dao, no Dao is there to be grasped. Those who say that 
one can pursue Dao through mind all hold wrong views. For the deluded, there are 
Buddha and Dharma. For the awakened, there are neither Buddha nor Dharma. 
Why? Because awakening is Buddha and Dharma.
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9
“[You state that] bodhi and nirvana are nowhere to be found—but one 
can say that all the buddhas o f  the past have attained bodhi, can one 
not?”
“Only in terms o f the phraseology of conventional truth,112 but not 
from the point o f view of genuine truth. Hence the Vimalaklrti satra’s 
statement: "Bodhi can neither be attained by a body nor by a mind.*113 
Again, the Diamond satra says: ‘There is not the slightest object to be 
attained;114 the buddhas and the TathSgata simply attained through the 
unattainable.*115 Which goes to show that with mind everything arises,
1,2 Shidi t* * :  conventional or relative truth (what seems true to the dualistic mind), 
as opposed to the genuine or ultimate truth shendi 0 1 *  (what is realized as true by the 
awakened mind). The doctrine o f  the “two truths” r J I  plays such a prominent role in 
Buddhism that already the Indian sage NftgArjuna remarked (Madhyamaka KOrika 
24:8,9; translation from Mervyn Sprung, ed .. The Problem o f  Two Truths in Bud­
dhism and Vedanta, Dordrecht, Netherlands: Reidcl, 1973, p. 57):
The buddhas teach dharma (the doctrine) by resorting to two truths: 
One is the conventional or provisional truth, the other is the ultimate truth. 
Those who do not comprehend the distinction between these two truths 
Do not comprehend the deep significance in the Buddha’s teachings.
Weimojie suo shuo jin g  ( V i m a l a k i r t i s a t r a ) T14 {475} 542b23(chap­
ter 4 o f  the Kum&rajlva translation). The Japanese Zen master Ddgen’s l x  well- 
known phrase “ shinjin datsuraku, datsuraku shinjin can also be
seen in the present context.
114 See the Dacheng kabdn xianxing dunwu zhenzong iun 
T85 {2835} 1278bl5-16 where on the question what object should be studied, sought, 
and attained, the following answer is given:
Not a single object is studied, and there is nothing to be sought; not a single object 
is verified, and nothing is left. Not a single object is awakened to, and there is no 
Path to be practised. Just this is bodhi.
1,5 The first half o f  this quote stems from Jingang jing  &IN0 T8 {235} 751c22-23. 
The phrase “ attaining through the unattainable” is also used in Shenhui’s Words from  
the Platform  (Nanyang heshang durtfiao jie tuo  chanmen zhiliao xing danyu
in Hu Shih’s Shenhui heshang y iji Taipei: Hu Shih
j ini an guan, 1968) p. 235, line 3. There, alluding to the Vimalaktrti satra  U M p y r ftS , 
“ attaining through the unattainable”  is said to be the root o f  health or nonaffliction *
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while with no-mind there is nothing at all.” 116
10
“ You have already said, Reverend, that everything everywhere is no­
mind; so trees and rocks'11 are also no-mind. But [no-mind] is not the
1.6 This is based on the phrase found in the A  wakening o f  Faith: U 6 4 M M K I & ,
“ With the arising o f  mind, all sorts o f  objects arise; with the mind’s ex­
tinction, all sorts o f  objects vanish” (Dacheng qbdnlun T32 {1167} 577b22).
It is also found in other sOtras, for example, in the Suramgama satra  
T19 {945} 107c or in chapter 9 o f  the Wei version o f  the LahkQvatora satra (Rulengjia 
jin g  AffiftEB T16 (671) 568c). It was often cited by famous Chan masters, for example, 
by Zhaozhou (Zhaozhoulu to Hitt ZZ I19:156cl7), Linji EM  (Linjilu | M *  
T47 (1985) 502b8-9), Huangbo « «  (Wanlinglu T48 {2012b} 385c4-5 and
386bl6-17), Yunmen ®TJ (Yunmen guanglu M |"JM  T47 {1988} 555alO), etc. In his 
Chanyuan zhuquanji douxu (T48 {2015} 404al0-13), Zongmi
makes the following basic statement:
Mind and objects rely on each other since they are empty yet seem to exist. So 
mind does not arise alone but in conjunction with objects; and objects do not arise 
alone but appear through mind. If mind is empty then objects disappear, and if 
objects are extinguished then mind is empty. There has never been a mind without 
objects, and there are no objects without mind.
The cessation o f the duality o f  mind-objects is also expressed in the title o f  the Jueguan 
tan MKM (“ On Cutting off Contemplation” ). The Dunwu rudao yaomen tun A l l  
JEHU ZZ110: 423c6-8 says that with the ceasing o f  the mind’s activities no more views 
or notions *  arise and then introduces another crucial related term into the discussion: 
“ the unborn which is “ nothing other than the empty nature o f  all forms.”
1.7 Mushi A  5 :  Trees and rocks (or sometimes trees and grass AM) stand for insen­
tient beings; thus the Tang poet Bo Juyi wrote in a poem entitled “ Madam Li A
A ” : “ Unlike trees or rocks, people all have feelings A # A 5 t f  AW .” A  similar argu­
ment is made by Baizhang (Baizhang guanglu ZZ 118: 86b3), and Shenhui in
the Platform  satra  A & M E T48 {2007} 343a23-24 (Yampolsky tr., p. 169) says: “ If it 
did not hurt, I would be the same as an insentient tree or rock. If it did hurt, I would be 
the same as a common person, and resentments would arise.”  However, this expres­
sion is also used in a positive sense to describe the absence o f  dualistic mind, which 
characterizes awakening, as in Chuanxin fayao  H-U&W T48(2012a} 380al8-l9: “ In­
side, the essence o f suchness is like wood or rock, unmoving and steady; and outside it 
is like empty space, boundless and without obstruction.”  Baizhang may have thought 
o f On the Two Entrances and Four Practices — AB9?t21 where a similar point is made 
about the essence o f  the Dao (see Yanagida, Daruma no goroku, pp. 98 ff. and 162 ff.). 
Similar expressions in Zhuangzi, the “ Dark Learning movement, and the litera­
ture o f  the circle around Kum&rajlva may also be noted.
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same as trees and rocks, is it?” 119
“ Our mindless mind119 is not identical with trees or rocks. Why? It 
may be compared to a celestial drum120 which, though just lying there
111 In the Record o f Conversations with Visitors Master Huihai
mentions the Diamond sQtra’s  statement that the TathSgata is the suchness of all things 
and then asks his student:
“ Are you such?” “ Yes.”  “Are trees and rocks such?”  “ Yes, they are.’’ [The 
Master:] “ Is your suchness the same as that o f trees and rocks?” “They are not- 
two.” “ Then how do you differ from trees and rocks?” The student knew no an­
swer (Dunwu rudao yaomen tun (WSAilWriik ZZ110: 427bl3 ff.).
l l’ Wuxinxin See also Zhaolun T45 {1858} 154b23. This expression em­
phasizes that no-mind is not a simple absence o f mind, thus contradicting interpreta­
tions of wuxin that equate it with simple absentmindedness or thoughtlessness (see, for 
example, Bernard Faure, 77ie Rhetoric o f  Immediacy, Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1991, p. 47). Far more to the point is, for instance, Master Huangbo who 
states in his Chuanxin fayao W'O&W T48{2012a} 380bl-2 that “this mind is nothing 
other than the mind of no-mind See also my note to section 17. Sim­
ple lack of differentiation is equally rejected here, as it is in the following passage o f the 
Dacheng kaixin xianxing dunwu zhenzong tun (T85{2835)
1279a6-12) which speaks of “ nondiscriminative understanding” :
Question: What is an ordinary person, and what is an accomplished one?
Answer: If you discriminate, you are an ordinary person. If you don’t, you are an 
accomplished one.
Question: If that’s the case, what about an infant that does not differentiate? Is it 
an accomplished person?
Answer: Only a very foolish person would adopt such a view. Infants and children 
do not distinguish between good and evil, just as fools don’t recognize what is 
honourable and what is not. How could that be taken as nondiscriminative under­
standing? To get nondiscriminating wisdom, one must, within the very principle 
of genuine suchness, always apply discriminative mind M
Later on, the same text insists once more: “ It is just within discrimination that the wis­
dom of nondiscrimination is attained (T85: 1279a21). This
matches the “ nondiscriminatory discrimination” (mttfunbetsu no funbetsu 
tfij) that Suzuki saw as the core of no-mind (D. T. Suzuki, Suzuki Daisetsu zenshQ, vol. 
7, Tokyo: Iwanami, 1968, p. 289).
120 Tiangu AR: According to a story in the introduction to the Lotus sQtra, this is a 
drum in the Trayastrimsat heaven that sounds without being beaten (see Zengaku datfi- 
ten P- 890a).
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without mind, by itself emits various wondrous teachings, thus guiding 
the people. Again, it is like the wish-fulfilling gem121 that, though also 
without mind, is by nature able to produce a variety of different appari­
tions. Our no-mind is just like that: though without mind, it is very 
well able to thoroughly perceive the true form of everything.122 
Equipped with true wisdom (propM), its threefold body123 enjoys utter 
freedom,124 and its activity is without constraint.125 Therefore the Rat-
121 This is the mani jewel JW/gft, safely stored in the chest o f  the great sea dragon, 
that conjures up anything one might think of. As the Lengjia shiziji
T85 {2837} 1286al 1 laments, ordinary people “ mistake the mani jewel for tiles and peb­
bles.’’ The mani jewel is a popular metaphor in connection with the nature o f  awaken­
ing (Buddha-nature), true mind, and suchness. Zongmi for example, used it exten­
sively to portray the “ one numinous mind — that is perfectly pure, luminous and 
tranquil while flawlessly reflecting whatever it faces (see Peter Gregory’s Tsung-mi and 
the Sinjfication o f  Buddhism. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991, p. 245 ff.). 
Gregory rightly draws the connection to the image o f  the mirror which also was an im­
portant metaphor in Chan Buddhism (see note 91 below).
122 See the similar argument relating to “ no-thought” in the Platform sQtra
T48 {2007} 338c18 ff. (Yampolsky tr., p. 139). See also Huihai (Dunwu rudao yaomen 
lun ZZ110: 423al4) who explains that Buddha-vision is “ without per­
ception yet leaves nothing unperceived.”  The “ no-mind that perceives the true form o f 
everything” is often compared to a mirror. In the section o f  the Lengjiashiziji M oSH t 
& that presents the teaching o f  the fourth patriarch Daoxin JH8, the following passage 
is found:
Daoxin said: It is precisely because the TathAgata's reality-nature body is pure and 
perfect that all kinds o f  forms appear within it. Yet the reality-nature body gives 
rise to them mindlessly. It is like a glass mirror hung up in a high hall: all images 
appear within it, but the mirror is mindless, though it can manifest all kinds o f  im­
ages. (Tr. by J. C. Cleary, Zen Dawn, Boston: Shambhala, 1986, pp. 50-31; this 
corresponds to T 85{2837} 1286bI-3.)
For the mirror metaphor see Paul Demi^ville’s broad inquiry in “ Le miroir spirituel,” 
Sinologica 1, 2 [1947]: 112-137; reprinted in Paul Dcmi6ville, Choix d  Etudes boud- 
dhiques [1929-1970], Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1973), 135-156. On the mirror as a central 
metaphor o f  Northern Chan; see John McRae, The Northern School and the Forma­
tion o f  Early Ch ’an Buddhism  (Honolulu: University o f  Hawaii Press), 1986.
123 The identification o f the Buddha's threefold body (DharmakAya, NirmAnakAya, 
and SamboghakAya) with one’s true self is a central teaching o f  Chan, as is nicely illus­
trated in the following passage o f  the Platform  satra  AfiJHE (T48 {2007} 339al2-18; 
translation partly by Yampolsky, p. 140) as well as the two quotes from Linji in the sub­
sequent notes:
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nakata sUtra says: 'Without any mental intention, it is manifestly ac­
tive.” 126 How would thus [no-mind] be identical to trees and rocks?127
Good friends, you must all receive the formless precepts and at once recite what I 
am about to say; this will let you perceive the Buddha’s threefold body in your 
own. “ I take refuge in the pure Dharmakaya Buddha in my own physical body. I 
take refuge in the ten thousand hundred billion Nirmanakaya Buddhas in my own 
physical body. I take refuge in the future perfect Sambhogakaya Buddha in my 
own physical body.”  (Recite the above three times). The physical body is your 
own home; you cannot speak o f  turning to it. The threefold body which I just men­
tioned is within your own self natures. Everyone in the world possesses it, but 
being deluded, one cannot see it and seeks the threefold body o f  the Tath&gata on 
the outside.
m  Sec Linji’s statement with a similar thrust (Linjilu T47 {1985} 497bl6-20; 
cf. Sasaki tr., p. 8):
If you wish to differ in no way from the Patriarch-Buddha, just don’t seek out­
side. The pure light in your every thought is nothing other than the Dharmakftya- 
Buddha within your own house. . . . This threefold body is nothing other than 
you who are listening to my discourse right now before my very eyes.
123 In explaining4‘wisdom” among the three subjects =  (monastic discipline, con­
centration [dhy&na], and wisdom [prajfia]), Master Huihai once again echoes our text:
Wisdom means that, though one is aware o f  the mind’s purity, one does not give 
rise to  thoughts o f  purity, and though one is able to make all discriminative distinc­
tions between good and evil, one is not stained by that and reaches independence. 
(Dunwu rudao yaomen lun ZZ110: 422b 11-12)
In the following passage o f  the Linjilu  (T47 {1985} 498a2-5; Sasaki tr., p . 11), 
Linji defines the Buddhist teaching (Dharma) as a teaching o f  “ mind” —which o f 
course does not refer to the dualistic mind (mind with form) but the formless mind that 
is in the present treatise negatively described as “ no-mind” (which is equivalent to  “ no 
[dualistic] mind” ).
Attain Dharma and you’re all done. Until then, you’ll go on transmigrating 
through the five paths o f  existence just as you have been. What is Dharma? Dhar­
ma is mind-dharma. Mind-dharma is without form; it pervades the ten directions 
and is manifesting its activity right before your very eyes.
26 Baojijing M B -  As Suzuki notes in his Collected Works vol. 2, p. 217, this pas­
sage does not stem from the said sdtra but rather from the VimalakTrti sQtra
M. Yanagida notes (Zengoroku p. 90) that the same mistaken attribution occurs in the 
Zhaolun ftlft T45 {1858} 153bl4; this suggests that the present treatise built on Seng 
Zhao’s On Prajria that has N o Knowledge The same attribution also occurs
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Indeed, no-mind is nothing other than true mind.1M And true mind is 
nothing other than no-mind.” 129
11
1 * A t present, 1 am involved in [dualistic] mind;130 so how should I  prac­
t i c e d
See also a crucial passage in Shenhui’s FFdrds from  the Platform  (Nanyang 
heshang dunjiao jietuo chanmen zhiliao xing danyu T & M  in
Hu Shih’s Shenhui heshang y'tji Taipei: Hu Shih jinianguan, 1968), p.
241, line 1, where in the context o f  the “ essential teaching o f  no-thought no­
thought is said to be “ equipped with seeing, hearing, feeling, and knowing.”
12t Zhenxin This is a pivotal term not only in this text but also in middle Chan 
as a whole; the Platform satra, for example, features it six times (Platform sQtra A& Jf 
f f  T 4812007) 338bl6, b l7 , b l8 , b20, 341b3, and 341bl7). T heXiuxinyao lun 
which uses it no less than sixteen times, says the following on this theme (Tanaka ed., 
section 4; Zuishangsheng lun T48 (2011) 377bll ff.):
This true Mind exists in and o f itself; it is not something that comes from the out­
side, nor something one can get by way o f a tuition fee. It has been, is, and will al­
ways be the most intimate; nothing surpasses Mind in this respect.
One o f the Xiuxinyao lun’s  central arguments is indeed that the “ guarding o f 
one’s original true mind is the central religious task; once this is
achieved, “ illusions do not arise, the ’mind o f me and mine’ is extin­
guished, and one is naturally equal and not-two with the Buddha” (Zuishang­
sheng lun T48 (2011) 377c3-4). See also the Awakening o f  Faith
(Dacheng qixinlun T32 {1167) 576b5-6) which, similarly to the present
text, warns o f  the danger o f  a negativistic or nihilistic interpretation.
139 The thrust o f  this statement (and the whole argument concerning wood and 
rocks, or even the text as a whole) against understanding no-mind as a simple “ absence 
o f mind” is o f  central importance: “ no-mind” means “ no dualistic mind,”  or (in 
terms o f the Xiuxinyao lun) “ no mind o f me and mine,”  or “ no discriminating 
mind” —which, according to the Awakening o f  Faith (AJfcfifiifc T32(1167) 581bl 1) 
as well as other texts, is exactly what “ true mind” means. Master Huihai makes a very 
similar argument about no-thought (Dunwu rudao yaomen lun ZZ110:
425al5-17):
Question: You have explained no-thought before, yet I am not yet quite con­
vinced.
Answer: What no-thought means is to be without mind in all circumstances. 
There’s no state whatsoever, and no trace o f  seeking is left. With regard to all ob­
jects and forms it remains eternally unstirred. Just this is no-thought. No-thought 
is what is called true thought.
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44Just be totally aware in all affairs! No-mind is nothing other than 
practice; there is no other practice.131 Thus you’ll realize that no-mind 
is everything, and that extinction (nirvana) is nothing other than no­
mind.”
12
At this, the disciple all at once greatly awakened132 and realized for the 
first time that there is no thing apart from mind, and no mind apart 
from things.133 All o f his actions became utterly free.134 Having broken
ness Wft'OWibC?” (Dunwu rudao yaomen lun ZZ110: 426c5).
1,1 The Baozanglun Wi T45 {1857} 146bl0 ff states on a similar line:/
All those deluded about there being something to be grasped, discarded, cultivat­
ed, or attained, arc on the wrong track.
Such statements are typical o f  “ immediate”  (Ch. dun, Jap. ton) teachings where 
mediation and cultivation are seen as symptoms rather than therapy and where any­
thing short o f  the resolution is denied—or, to say it in medical terminology, where no­
illness is seen as the only remedy (cf. Chanyuan zhuquanji douxu W * M £ * * t f  T48 
{2015} 411cl7 ff.). My recent article analyses this in a broader context: "Dun A 
Chinese Concept as a Key to ‘Mysticism’ in East and W est,”  Eastern Buddhist 26:2 
(Autumn 1993), pp. 31-72.
152 Again, the Jueguan lun feJUft shows a similar development (Tokiwa tr., p. 21):
Hereupon [the disciple] Gateway gave a loud sigh. The voice filled the ten direc­
tions. Suddenly there was no sound, and the dawn came to him; he was awakened. 
Subtly profound light o f  pure wisdom reflecting upon itself free from doubt, for 
the first time he knew how hard it was to attain the Way, and that he had con­
ceived discriminative thoughts all in vain as in a dream.
133 This is the central realisation expounded in the Mere Representation Move­
ment o f  Buddhism. With somewhat different terms (‘nonthinking’ instead o f  ‘no­
mind,’ and ‘cognition* instead o f  ‘[dualistic] mind’), this nondualistic realm is 
expressed in the Inscription on Trusting in M ind (Xinxinming (T51: 457bl7-18)
that is traditionally attributed to the Third Patriarch but was written around the same 
time as our Treatise:
The realm o f nonthinking 
can hardly be fathomed by cognition; 
in the sphere o f  genuine suchness 
there is neither “ I”  nor “ other.”
,M  Zizai fl &: Freedom or autonomy is one o f  the central themes o f  Chan literature. 
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through the net of all doubt,135 he was freed o f all obstruction.136
one’s own true self is the genuine teacher (Platform sfitra T48 (2007) 340c 16
ff.; cf. Yampolsky tr., p. 153). This awakening is then related to “ original mind” 
which corresponds to no-thought (wunian and, in the terminology o f  the present 
Treatise, to no-mind:
If one knows one's original mind, it is nothing other than final deliverance. Once 
one attains deliverance, it is the total concentration (samadhi) o f  wisdom (prqjha). 
Realizing this concentration is nothing other than no-thought. What is no­
thought? The teaching o f  no-thought signifies to see all things without being at­
tached to anything. . . . While in the midst o f  the six dusts [of delusive subject­
object relation], one is neither apart from nor stained by them. [Wherever 1 one 
comes or goes, one is free. (T48{2007} 340c 18-22)
This freedom is also described, for example, in part o f  a gflthfl included in Dunwu ru- 
daoyaom en lun © f S A iW lt t  ZZ110: 426a4-7:
How totally at ease I feel right now!
Nothing to say—nothing amiss, my mind at peace,
At ease and autonomous, liberation won,
I am free to go anywhere.
A later description portrays a person o f such freedom in connection with no-mind (Bi- 
yan lu case 80, T48: 206b26ff; Thomas & J. C. Cleary, tr., The Blue C liff
Record, Boulder, Col., and London: Shambhala, 1977, p. 520):
He is like the sun and moon moving through the sky without ever stopping and 
without saying, “ I have this rank and am called like that.”  He is like the sky every­
where covering, like the earth everywhere supporting: since they have no mind, 
they bring up and nurture myriad beings without saying, “ I have so many accom­
plishments.”  Since sky and earth are without mind, they last forever—what has 
mind has limits. A person who has attained the Path is like this, too. In the midst 
o f no activity, he carries out his activities, accepting all unfavorable and favorable 
circumstances with a compassionate heart.
1,5 Yiwang ftf j:  Expressions such as “ breaking through the net o f  doubt” or “ get­
ting rid o f  all doubts,”  etc. were used in early and middle Chan texts in connection 
with awakening, for example, several times in the L idaifabaoji (fU M ifc).
The Xuemailun ifiijftifr (Xiaoshi liumen A H  T48 {2009} 375c4 flf. says on this line:
I only talk about seeing one's nature. . . .  If one sees one’s nature the doubting 
mind will at once all vanish.
In the Siyifantian suowen jing  (T15 (586) 42b 14) the “ net o f  doubt” is
mentioned in connection with the wrong ways o f  “ I”  and “ mine”











APP: TREATISE ON NO-MIND
13
As he rose and bowed with folded hands, he engraved no-mind in 
producing the following verse:
Mind137 is marvelously tranquil;
It has no color or form.138
Looking at it, one does not see it;139
Listening to it, it has no sound.140
157 The reader may be surprised that the word “ mind” is used at a culminating mo­
ment o f  this text on “ no-mind;” however, as is clear from the context, what is meant 
here clearly is not the dualistic mind but the “ mind o f no-mind”  or nondualistic mind 
(see above, section 10), i.e ., “ the mind free from deluded thought” (section 17).
The theme o f formlessness and form was important to Chinese thinkers 
long before the advent o f  Buddhism; see, for example, Daodejing chapter 14. This may 
at least in part account for the acceptance o f  this central term o f  Indian Buddhism in 
China. The Awakening o f  Faith, among many other Chinese Buddhist texts, stresses 
this theme T32{1666}, 576a-b), and the Vqjrasamadhi sQtra a
seminal text o f Chan Buddhism, devotes its second chapter to it (T9 (273} 366b ff.); see 
Robert Buswell, The Formation o f  Ch*an Ideology in China and Korea (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1989), p. 188 ff.
** Sec the following similar statement in another text attributed to Bodhidharma, 
the Xuemailun (Xiaoshi liumen T48 {2009} 374bl7-18).
This mind is subtle and hard to see; it is not the same as the mind-of-form yet 
it is what all people wish to be able to  see. [Though] those who in its luminosity 
move their limbs are (countless] like River Ganges’ grains o f  sand, they all can’t 
say a thing when asked about it. They’re like wooden puppets—though it is what 
they themselves use!
For the image o f  the puppet and the puppeteer in connection with mind see also Luyilu  
T47 {1985} 497al8.
This line stems from Daodejing N o. 14; however, in that text it is similar to 
the last few lines o f  the present poem, the Dao that is not seen or heard. A  similar pas­
sage is also found in N o. 35. It became a phrase often cited by Zen masters in Japan 
and was included in the ZenrinkushQ (Shibayama Zenkei ed., Kyoto:
KichOdd, 1978, p. 216). The Baozanglun (T45 {1857} 146a6 ff.) describes the 
mysterious Dao, that “ ultimate principle 5 9 ” which is aloof and subtle and therefore 
difficult to reveal, in the following way (T45 (1857} 146a6-14; cf. also the translation o f 
Sharf, op. d t ., pp. 367-368):
What is called 'a lo o f *  in its essence does not coincide with things yet is not 
separate either. It is like a bright mirror’s luminosity that pictures a myriad images 
yet is neither one nor separate from the [reflected] objects. Again, it is like empty
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Seeming obscure, it is not so;
Appearing bright, it is not bright.141
Try to discard it, and it does not vanish;
Attempt to grasp it, and it does not arise.
At large, it covers the entire universe;142
Yet in the minute it does not obstruct a hair.143
Embroiled in passions, it is not soiled;
In the serenity of nirvana it is not pure.144
As suchness it is by nature without discrimination;
Yet able to distinguish between sentient and not sentient.145 
When it gathers in, nothing is left out;
When dispersing, it is common to all people.146
space that pervades yet is unsoiled by anything, unaffected by any o f  the five 
colors, can neither be disturbed by the five kinds o f  sounds nor confined by the 
myriad things nor scattered by dense arrays o f  manifestations. That is why it is 
called ‘a loof.’
What is called ‘subtle’ f t  is in essence wondrous and without shape, form, or char­
acteristics. Though adopting myriad aspects, its countenance is invisible. Though 
equipped with all hundred skills, it does not manifest their activity. Looked at, it 
remains unseen, and listened to, it is not heard. So it possesses countless virtues 
yet is neither permanent nor impermanent and neither distinct nor diffuse. Hence 
it is called ‘subtle.’
As this passage shows, the Baozanglun ftftlft (that was attributed to Seng Zhao but 
originated around the time o f  our Treatise) shows striking similarity with the Treatise 
on No-Mind, particularly from section 13 onward; but SharPs dissertation on the Bao­
zanglun does not mention the Treatise at all.
141 See an extended catalogue o f  such paradoxical characterizations in Baozanglun 
f t f t f t  T45 (1857) 144c 16 ff (Sharf, op. tit ., pp. 312-314).
142 Fqjie Skt. dharma-dhotu; the entire realm o f objects, the whole universe.
,4’ See Yanagida, Zengoroku, p. 90, for similar expressions in other Chan texts. See 
also Baozanglun H U ft T45 {1857} 144c27-28 and Dunwu rudao yaomen lun 
V T W  ZZ110: 429dl0-12.
144 See Xuemailun tnSHB {Xiaoshi liumen'y&KTVM Z {2009} 347b9 ff. where a simi­
lar description is given o f  mind as one’s true “ I.”
145 As mentioned above, Chan literature contains many sayings that affirm the abil­
ity and necessity to distinguish as an essential aspect o f  nondiscrimination. See, for 
example, Zhaozhoulu ZZ 1 1 9 ,153cl8: “ Nanquan said, ‘The Dao does not 
pertain to knowing and not-knowing. Knowing is illusion, and not-knowing is blank­
ness.’”
144 Hanling all human persons; all beings endowed with a soul (spirit).
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[1270c] Wondrous beyond the grasp o f knowledge; 
Genuine awakening that cuts off the path o f practice. 
Though extinguished, one does not witness its demise; 
Though present, its becoming is unseen.147 
The great Dao is tranquil and marked by no form, 
Its myriad appearances silent and marked by no name.148 
Hence its activities are totally free— 
All of this is the essence of no-mind.
147 See also Baozanglun T45 (1857) 148b29 ff., where such traits are discussed
in the context of the teaching of nonduality.
141 This description o f the Dao shows much similarity to some passages in the Dao- 
dejing for example, No. 14. See also Baozanglun f iU ft  T45 (1857) 143b 14 ff
and 148b29 ff.
149 Suzuki (Collected Works II, p. 218) says that this stems from the KumArajlva
translation o f the VimalakTrti sQtra; however, I was unable to find anything close to 
such a formulation. Yanagida (Zengoroku p. 91) points out that it may first occur in 
the Baojijing (T11, No. 310). However, the Lidaifabaoji T51 {2075}
quotes the same passage, attributing it to the LahkOvatOra sQtra (Ruiengjia jing AflMB 
»T I6{671).
150 Xinyi In Theravada texts, xinyi or xinyishi simply stands for mind,
but in the Mere Representation movement, xin in this context refers to the Olaya con­
sciousness, and yi to the mana consciousness. See, for example, the Vajrasamadhi 
sQtra T9 {273} 36&15-6.
151 Shou Skt. vedanO. This refers to the impressions made by objects o f the senses
or knowledge on the mind, or to the activity of the mind that allows this. See the de­
tailed explanations in Nakamura: BukkyOgo daijiten PP- 636-637.
, n  Both Suzuki (Collected Works II, p. 218) and Yanagida (Zengoroku, p. 91) point 
out that the Da fagu jing A& RR (T9, No. 270) does not feature such a passage.
153 This last point is important, and variations of it are found in many Chan texts
14
The Reverend then told him: “ Among all forms of wisdom, I regard 
the wisdom of no-mind as the highest. Thus the VimalakTrti sQtra1*9 
says: “ Neither having a conscious mind150 nor mental impressions151 
and processes, he sees through the ignorant and submits those o f differ­
ent creed.” Again, the Sutra o f  the Great Dharma Drum states,152 “ If 
you know that there is no mind that can be attained, no objects what­
soever are grasped; neither are sins and meritorious activities, nor life- 
and-death and nirvana. Indeed, nothing at all can be grasped—not- 
grasping included!’’153
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Then [the disciple again] produced a verse:
In the past, when I was deluded, I held that there is a mind;154 
But now that I am awakened, there’s no mind, that’s a ll!153 
Though there is no mind, it  perceives and is active;
Its perception and activity ever calm, it is pure suchness.156
16
And he added:
No mind, no perception, and no activity at all—
No perception, no activity: that’s ww wet.137
and Buddhist literature in general. A typical example o f  this dialectic is present in the 
opening pages o f  the Baizhang guanglu & £M B i ZZ 118.
154 See also Shenhui’s Words from  the Platform  (Nanyang heshang dun jiao  jietuo
chanmen zhiliao xing danyu in Hu Shih’s Shenhui
heshang y iji  Taipei: Hu Shih jinianguan, 1968) p. 232 line 4.
155 Bale » T :  “ that’s it,”  “ that’s all.”  Suzuki (Collected Works II, p. 218) over­
looked that the copyist eliminated the character H  by means o f  a correction symbol. 
The character R  is. as my examination o f  the original manuscript in London showed, 
written next to  it in thinner ink, indicating that this correction might have been made at 
a later point by the copyist o f  the Eulogy or by a reader.
156 The Baozanglun (T45 {1857} 145a25) equates abandonment o f  “ mind”
and its intentions with freedom from all affliction. Elsewhere, the same text describes 
man’s affliction and its absence as follows (Baozanglun T45{1857} 148cl5-17; 
translation by Sharf, op. cit., p. 430):
Therefore the scripture says: “ If everything exists, then the mind exists, which is 
to be confused. If nothing exists, then there is no mind, which is to pervade the ten 
directions.”  Therefore the True One is the myriad distinctions, and the myriad dis­
tinctions are the True One. It is like the sea, which billows into a thousand waves, 
but those very waves are precisely the sea.
This quote again underlines that no-mind does not simply refer to “ oneness”  but to 
the nondual mind—which is exactly the point of section 17 o f our present text. The 
whole passage with its metaphor o f waves and sea (oneness-in-difference) is strongly al­
luding to the Awakening o f  Faith (Dacheng qixinlun
157 Wuwei MA: this term has a long and interesting history in China, from the 
Daoist philosophers and classics through early Chinese translations o f  Sanskrit texts, 
the Dark Learning movement, Chinese Mfldhyamika, and o f course Chan litera-
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This is the genuine Dharma-realm of the Tathdgata, 
Different from that of bodhisattvas and pratyeka buddhas.158
17
What is called no-mind is nothing other than a mind free from deluded 
thought.159
ture. Here it appears to be used very similarly to a major ancient source o f  this term, 
chapter 3 o f  the B ook o f  D ao and De (Daodejing £|& K ): “ [The perfect man] acts 
without acting; thus everything is taken care of?* The Baozanglun (T45{1857|
148a25-bl0; Sharf, op. tit ., pp. 424-425) gives a detailed description o f  different kinds 
o f wuwei.
IM Bizhi Skt. pratyeka; one who seeks to get awakened by him- or herself.
159 Yanagida (Zengoroku p. 91) thinks that this sentence is an insertion by a commen­
tator; he also points out that the gist o f  it is identical to that o f Dunwu yaomen
n ,  a text attributed to a disciple o f  Mazu, which says, “ No-thought refers to true 
thought”  (ZZ 110:425al7). At any rate, this line emphasizes again that no-mind is not 
simply blankness or absence o f  mind but rather nondual, awakened, or true mind. One 
o f  the earliest Chan texts found at Dunhuang, the Yuanminglun (Pelliot 3664), 
says in the first few sentences: “ As soon as you see that true mind is at root without 
delusive thought, you have attained true nature.”  The Platform  sQtra AfflWR 
(T48 {2007} 340c23ff.; Yampolsky tr., p. 153) describes ultimate release in terms o f  no­
thought and emphasizes:
If you do not think o f  the myriad things, but always cause your thoughts to be cut 
off, you will be bound in the Dharma. This is known as a biased view. If you 
awaken to the Dharma o f no-thought, you will penetrate into all things thor­
oughly, and will see the realm o f  the Buddha. If you awaken to the sudden doc­
trine o f  no-thought, you will have reached the status o f  Buddha.
That the view expressed in the glossed sentence o f  the Treatise is not unique to Chan is 
shown in a very interesting treatise entitled On Eliminating [the Duality] o f  Ts* and Ts 
Not* (T45: 580c-581b) authored by Tanqian (542-607). The tenth and ul­
timate stage o f  this philosophical treatise states that “ if  one desires to be without bur­
den, nothing is more effective than reaching no-mind. Without mind, what could make 
distinctions between ‘is* and ‘is not*? ‘Is* and ‘is not* vanish, and so do ‘other* and ‘I* 
. . . .  ‘Not-so’ is nothing other than ‘so,* and ‘not possible* is ‘possible? Hence one is 
free and without ado (wuwei M S), roving at ease beyond all mental burdens?' Cf. the 
study on this treatise by Whalen Lai in: Lai and Lancaster, eds., Early Chan in China 
and Tibet (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1983), pp. 65-87.
160 Yanagida (Zengoroku, p. 91) holds that what follows strays from the main theme 
o f the treatise and represents a supplement concerned with the discussion o f  Daoist 
teachings.
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[The questioner] continued asking: “ What is ‘taishang,’ the su­
preme?”™
“ Tai signifies ‘great,’ and shang ‘lofty.’ It is called ‘supreme’ because 
it is the highest wondrous principle.162 Tai also signifies the primordial 
stage.163 Though there are longlived ones of Yankang164 in the heavens 
of the three realms,165 their luck runs out, which is why they end up 
again transmigrating in the six spheres of existence. That ‘ultimate’ 
(tai) is not yet sufficient. And the bodhisattvas of the ten stages,166 
though having escaped life-and-death, have not yet plumbed the depths 
of this wondrous principle. Their ultimate is also not yet [the one I am 
talking about].167 Cultivation of mind in these ten stages gets rid of 
being in order to enter nonbeing; this is again not yet the ultimate since
161 Taishang £ ± .  See poem 17 o f the Daodejing iKMft where a great ruler is de­
scribed as follows: “ Supreme (taishang) is one whose subjects barely know he exists.** 
This term was commonly prefixed to the divinised Laozi o f  the Daoist religion (often 
called Taishang Laojun “ Supreme Lord Lao’’).
162 Miaoli fcMl: this term was often used to mark the central tenet o f  a teaching, for 
example, in Lengjia shiziji tJHtoSiWE T85 {2837} 1290b6 where it is the miaoli o f  form­
lessness. The Jueguan lun &KM (Yanagida/Tokiwa ed.» section 15, No. 11) says: 
“ Giving rise to mind is easy; extinguishing mind is hard. Affirming oneself is easy; 
negating oneself is hard. Having intentions is easy; not having intentions is hard. Thus 
one knows that profound achievements are hard to understand, and the wondrous prin­
ciple (miaoli) difficult to accord with.”
163 Tongtaiwei Yanagida (Zengoroku, p. 91) notes that this refers to the
eleventh configuration (called tai W) o f  the Yijing where it is said that “ peace per­
vades W ii,”  and that the term tai >  was also used to refer to the “ great ultimate’’ taiqi 
t*:® that stands at the beginning o f  all separation (such as yin  Mt and yang f t) .
Yankang Yanagida suspects (Zengoroku, p. 91) that this is a Daoist term. 
The only instance I could locate is the preface o f  the Lutfilu T47 {1985} 496al8
where it adorns the name o f the preface’s author: “ Compiled by Ma Fang, Scholar o f 
the Yankang H all.”  I ignore, however, what the name o f this hall is referring to.
163 Sans hi Htfc: The realms o f  desire, form, and formlessness which are all based on 
duality and delusion. The “ heavens”  o f  these three realms are the destinations o f ordi­
nary people.
As described in the Avatamsaka sQtra, these are persons who through their faith 
have reached these stages.
167 See the similar argument in the context o f  wuwei in Baozanglun 
T45 {1857} 148a25 ff.
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it does not get rid of both being and  nonbeing and sticks to a middle 
path.168 But even if one has thoroughly discarded that middle path and 
the three locations [of inside, outside, and in between], and any place is 
that of wondrous awakening—and even if a bodhisattva gets rid of 
these three locations—one remains unable to free oneself of the won­
drous. This again is not yet the ultimate.169
Now if one discards the wondrous, then even the very essence of the 
Buddha Way has no place to abide; since no thought is left, no dis­
criminative thinking takes place.170 Both the deluded mind and wisdom 
have forever expired, and perceptions and reflections are at an end— 
calm and without ado. This is called tai; it means the ultimate of the 
principle. And shang means 4without peer.’ Hence it is called taishang, 
the ultimate. This is simply another designation for Buddha, the 
Tathflgata.” 
[End of] Treatise on No-Mind in one fascicle.
See Dunwu rudao yaomen tun (M A M H I fr  ZZ110: 424dl5-18 where the term 
“ middle way” is said to have value only in relation to extremes (i.e., in the context o f 
duality). This refers to the duality between duality and nonduality (see the extensive 
analysis o f  this problem in Richard DeMartino’s The Zen Understanding o f  Man, 
Ph.D. diss., Temple University, 1969).
169 In short, while there is any kind o f  attachment—be it to being, to nonbeing, to 
the Middle Way, or the having gotten rid o f  all o f  these—the ultimate is not reached. 
This kind o f  dialectical ladder, where consecutive attachments are denounced, became 
typical o f  Chan’s classical age and especially during the Song period; the term “ [going] 
beyond” (xiangshang |S)±) often is a label for this theme.
170 Sec Dunwu rudao yaom en lun ZZ110: 424dl2 ff., where the true
Dharma is said to be realized when one is free o f  attachment to both Dharma and non­
Dharma.
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